
Philosophy Meeting #15
⇐What is ' free will " ? How can we tefineit ?
some preliminary attempts :
↳ The ability to do what you want to Jo ( Shan Shar)↳ The ability to choose between different possible

courses of action↳
The capacity to make an action not predetermined by
previous events

some of these terms (e-g.
i want

"

,

" choose
,

" t possible;
" predetermined ") may not

be well - defined yet, so these
definitions may be more semantic deferral than actual
helpful explanations .

The third definition above assumes right away that freewill and determinism are incompatible . But this is actually
a complex problem Depending onthe definition we choose
for t free will " ) .
Compatible is the Ika that free will and determinism
are compatible, whereas
incantations is the idea that they contradict each other.
Note that neither of these actually make a claim aboutwhether freewill and determinism are true/ false, only
whether or not they could both betrue.

A standard incompatiblest argument isthat determinism
makes us just likewind - up toys following thelaws of
physics, the will of God, or what have you .

Pretty much everyone immediately agreed with incompatibility
so we tedtet to consider some compatiblest motels .
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One motel is that there exists a "mental realm"

separate fromthe physical realm and not subject to physical
laws from which our decisions originate .
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But
,
as Slavik said

,
this island of a " cop out

"
inthat it introduces

a big extraneous " realm " that we have no evidence exists .

Anyways, surely this realm would be subject to some laws,
and if there existed an omniscient being , it wouldn't really
be omniscient unless it could also know what happens inthe
mental realm .

Agastya brought up an idea fromchaosthey, that extremely
fine precision is required to predict even the very near
f-utvicaf a complex system . Thus , since or brains are
± couplex, they might be essentially unpredictable .

However, this just means that we can't preset them, but
says nothing about whether they could theoretically be
vesicles with enough information and computing power.

Quantum theory introhas the possibility of truly ranTom and
unpredictable events, but weskit get to this inthe meeting.
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Here's another motel that might reconcile free will and determinism .
We can say that an action is free if and only if it is caused
↳nutty by conscious desires in our brain, and not free
otherwise (e.g . something caused by unconscious instinct) .
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Note that this motel would allow determinism and
free will to coexist, because a person's wants can be
determined by the past , but they car still have
free will because the wants arethe immediate cause
of the actions .

Shan Shan introduced an alternate definition of free
will : that a person has free will if and only if theybelieve they have free will .
Were actually still debatingwhether this definition jiveswith our intuition of free will , so I wait go into detail on'

this argument.



Here's a psychological perspective : even in a deterministic
world

, perhaps it would still seem to us that we have free
will and that there are "multiple possibilities " for the
future simply because we cannot obtain perfect information.
Since we can never get enough information to know the
future, it may seed like it isn't set, even if it is .

mm

Here's somethingthat (in my opinion at least) is a problem
with Shan Shan's definition of free will as thebelief
that our desires cause our actions . Imagine that
our desires and our actions were actually both caused
by a third thing, instead of the former carsbythe
latter . We might havethe illusion that our desires
cause our actions ever if they tart (inthe same waythat we mistake correlation for causation) .
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Therefore, for instance, if I remote - controlled someone's warts
and desires

, they could therefore believe their warts causetheir
actions, but surely we wouldn't say such a remote - controlled
person has freewill!


